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SOLAR Powered Utility vehicles   
 

Problem situation:  
 Golf Carts, Buggies and other electric Utility Vehicles rely on an independant power source- the 
battery. The quality and reliability of the battery is the primary concern . Limited range and long 
recharging times are the main disadvantages . 
 
Solution : the Solar Powered Golf Cart   
 
The  environmentally-friendly solar powered vehicles recharges its own batteries in the sun through solar panels 
mounted on the roof so you save money and the environment. The Golf cart comes equipped with a 48-volt 
battery that is charged by electricity generated from a sheet of solar cells on the roof. The cart can travel as long 
as three days without having to be charged again and offers the same comfort in use as a normal electric golf 
cart. 

                                        

                                       
                                             

 
 
Working principle: 
During sunny hours and driving hours the batteries are almost not discharged . The sun and daylight 
will charge the batteries also during non-driving periods if the cart is parked in the sun. When the 
lowest discharge is achieved, electrical charge will help to load the batteries faster. 

 

 
Look on our website for other renewable technologies which can save you money !!!! 

Advantages of Solar powered Carts:  
- Minimum 30 % energy savings   
- Longer life span batteries to 8 years 
- Less Maintenance  
- Lower fleet operation costs  
- Less charging : 1 charge in 3 days   
- More driving range available 
- Faster charging  

Specifications : different types 
Types solar panels:  180 Watt / 3 amps per hour 
Seats  :  2 to 14  
Batteries:   deep cycle 
Power:   48 Volt DC 
Weight:   3…7 kg. 


